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Abstract 

In the complex operations of the Indian media economy, the phrase ‘media markets’ requires careful consideration as an 
analytical concept. As a noun, ‘media markets’ is typically used to refer to a spread of media businesses and/or consumer sectors. 
Closer examination reveals that there tend to be multiple markets operating simultaneously within any media business (for products, 
capital, labour, audience, etc.). This implies an ‘economy of markets’, transacting both across media formats and with markets situated 
outside of the media production process. Both ‘media exchanges’ and ‘mediated exchanges’ shape the dynamics of the inter-locking 
markets that constitute the Indian media economy. Thus, at the categorical level, we ask several questions: What are the boundaries of 
media markets? Who are the key actors? How are these transactional relationships valued? With these questions in mind, this article 
seeks toidentify points of distinction in form and geography along with critical relationships between overlapping markets and 
underlying interests. We propose a topology of Indian media markets, organised via three levels, with treatment of each taking into 
consideration the synergistic character of media markets and how interdependency shapes functional norms, rules of exchange, and 
the embedding of mediatransactions. 
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Introduction 
Emergence of The Indian Media Economy 

Technological remediation, rising incomes, regulatory changes and a shifting political terrain have all played a part in the 
emergence of the Indian media economy in the 21st century. This has been the era in which the media have gained official recognition 
as a substantive component of India’s economy. Consequently, the disparate arms of infra- structure, capital, regulations, commodities 
and consumer demand have become more firmly located within a larger dynamic. It would be going too far to suggest this is a 
seamless convergence and, for various reasons, it seems unlikely that India will ever have a uniform media market. Rather, what we 
are witnessing is the emergence of a larger ‘economy of markets’. In this context, any systematic analysis of the Indian media 
economy has to account for the considerable regionalisation, and sometimes intense localisation, that has always been a distinctive 
feature of the media in India. While the rise of media conglomerates has obvious significance, we also remain atten- tive to the 
continuing presence of state institutions as actors in this economy. Equally, the large-scale formalisation of media markets via 
organised sector enterprises and their acquisitions should not blind us to the continuation of a great deal of disorganised media 
commerce of all shades. In a society with acute disparities of wealth, literacy    and means, the sheer diversity of products and the 
disparate purposes of mediation   work against any singular business model. The rapid profusion of media channels, products and 
services over the past three decades reaches different segments of the population to a varying extent, and sometimes not at all (see 
Athique, Parthasarathi    and Srinivas,2018). 

 
Nonetheless, our foundational argument is that it has become imperative to conceptu- alise an economic domain that is both 

sufficiently integrated and sufficiently particular to be considered as a distinct entity. Given an economic, as opposed to technological, 
reading, the signal achievement has been the ‘convergence’ of media processes into an integrated market system. One important 
distinction to note in this regard is that between the proposition of an Indian media economy (with its particular social, cultural and 
com- mercial logics) and a second proposition, namely the mediated economy of India (where processes of mediation increasingly 
convey operational processes, monetary exchanges and political action) (see Athique, 2018). This further proposition of a ‘mediated 
econ- omy’ allows us to consider the various ways in which the media economy is becoming integral to the day-to-day operation of 
other economic sectors, the conduct of govern- ment and the public experience. This wider integration plays a central role in situating 
(and, in many respects, underwriting) India’s media economy. As the complexity of media systems increases, a mediated economy 
becomes substantially more dependent upon the parallel expansion of the media economy, and vice versa. This mutual connec- tivity 
with the wider economic system implies transfers of both value and capital that are not commonly encapsulated within the established 
accounting of media production. Yet, without these exchanges, the integral function and ultimate value of India’s media econ- omy 
cannot be made apparent. Thus, for the purposes of analysis, this article frames the media economy as a constellation of markets 
occupied by various media businesses, integrating both ‘media markets’ in a conventional sense and ‘external’ markets where media 
systems operate as a carrier orplatform. 

 
Market Concepts in Media Research 

It has long been recognised that the goods and services, assets and values operative across media processes are necessarily 
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different from the 19th century model of extrac-tion, labour, manufacture and sale that continues to dominate our understanding of 
‘industries’ (Albarran, 1996). To begin with, the particularities of mediation processes imply certain characteristics of ‘media markets’ 
which serve as points of distinction when compared with other markets. In our times, the increasing integration of media systems into 
political processes, commercial structures and the fabric of everyday life    is what elevates ‘media business’ to the status of an 
economy. Clearly, in explicit com- parison to a ‘media industries’ schema focused on value chains in particular formats, our larger 
notion of ‘media economy’ requires a gestalt approach to the constituent markets of the media economy. Consequently, our 
conceptualisation of markets must encompass these broader relationships through which various means, modes and out- comes of 
mediation are fashioned and adapted for the purpose of exchange and profit. Paradoxically, it is precisely this integration that presents 
substantial difficulties in defining the boundaries of media markets as well as the nature of the markets in ques- tion. In 
communications scholarship, the usage of markets as a term has reflected the evolution of media systems alongside economic history 
over the course of the 20th century. There are two key pairings: audience markets and consumer markets (which emphasise the point 
of sale) and national markets and investment markets (which emphasise institutional forms). These categorical definitions have been 
richly explored in empirical terms, although the market concept itself has received little interrogation, tending to assume the prevailing 
consensus in the external domain of economics at any given point in time (see, for instance, Karppinen and Moe,2014). 
 
Characteristics of India’s Media Markets 

An idealised notion of ‘market’ still sits at the theoretical heart of modern economics, even if it can scarcely be applied to the 
economic activity presently associated with the hegemony of ‘the markets’ (essentially, the bourses). By this conception, a market is 
aneutral rules-based setting facilitating rational exchanges between a buyer and seller. In In dia, a variety of terms denote venues for 
buying and selling and for barter, as opposed to other venues housing non-remunerated exchanges. Thus, venues for market exchanges 
have been differentiated since late-medieval times by indigenous words like Mandi (largely for perishable products) and Haat(often 
including artisanal products). Theseutilitarian marketplaces are themselves distinct from the Bazaar, which historically housed a mixed 
and miscellaneous set of products and experiences within a proto-urban setting. In the wider metaphorical (though no less material) 
sense, the term Bazaar acquires a value-laden manner which signifies a baser, ‘popular’ and/or otherwise ‘non- elite’ site of both 
material and cultural consumption (see Banerjee, 1989). The Bazaar has also been used by historians as a counterpoint to the 
formalised trading spaces of the colonial metropolis (Ray, 1995). It is precisely in such spaces that primordial media markets emerged 
in India during the opening decades of the 20th century (Bhaumik, 2011; Jain, 2007). Thus, for five decades after independence in 
1947, a critical distinc- tion remained between ‘organised’ and ‘disorganised’ domains of media production, distribution and 
consumption (Athique, 2012). 

The essence of what Vaidyanathan (2014) catchphrases as ‘India Uninc’. is probably too complex to capture by any simple measure. 
But in practical terms, the unorganised sector can be taken as an aggregation of small scale enterprises, non-contractual labour, 
reciprocal obligations, and cash payments. Under the ‘mixed economy’ regime until 1991, the ‘organised sector’ was made up of state 
preserves in broadcasting and telecommunica- tions, and the larger circulating newspapers and publishers that were privately-owned. 
The organised sector, in temper, was shaped, and often held, by the institutions of state. The ‘unorganised’ sector was made up of 
innumerable small producers, service providers and traders reaching deep into the unregulated informal economy. Substantial portions 
of film, music and the non-english language press operated in this laissez reaching back to the Bazaar. In structural terms, the emergence 
of the Indian  media  economy  over the past 30 years is a consequence of deregulation in the organised sector and of organised capital 
interests ‘formalising’ previously unorganised sectors of media business. Conversely, the ‘liberalisation’ era can also been as a dialogic 
process where the informal logics of the Bazaar have come to infuse the organised sector. This convergence is by no means a com- 
pleted process, given that the unorganised sector of the media economy remains substan- tive. In part, this reflects the deeply 
disparate spending capacity of potential media consumers, which puts large swathes of the population beyond the interests of 
organised capital. An obvious consequence of this is the deeply uneven provision of media infrastruc- ture, notably between urban and 
rural locations and between Eastern and Western regions. The symbolic registers and communicative functions of media content 
determine that media markets in India operate within a unique cultural geography. From the outset, the linguistic topography of India 
shaped economic and commercial activities in the market for media products. Thus, in everyday business, language is taken to be the 
defining criteria for demarcating media markets. In any given ‘territory’ within the Indian media economy, the majority of competing 
media products tend to be in the same language. Competition is framed between media products that are not only substitutable (such 
as identical content genres in the same language) but are equally available within that territory. The need to provide a suite of 
complementary and competitive products in each linguistic economy around what we might call the ‘usual actors’ (see Parthasarathi 
et al., 2016). 

 
 
An Economy of Markets 

Thus far, we have seen how the ‘India’ and ‘Media’ components of our subject imply distinctive market characteristics in 
both formalist and cultural aspects. At this point, it becomes timely to concentrate our attention on the third word, that is, by 
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demonstrating our proposition that this is an ‘economy of markets’. We argue that the dynamics of media markets must be assessed in 
terms of their conscious interdependence, rather than simply aggregated as an unwitting congregation. In practical terms, therefore, we 
seek to conceptualise the market structures of the Indian media economy through a scale of three levels: (1) the micrological level at 
which media marketplaces operate (comprising an array of market venues, consumers and retailers), (2) the mesological level at which 
media institutions operate (comprising of firms and their suppliers, regulatory bodies and industry/labour associations), 3) the 
macrological level at which media assets are acquired and disbursed by apex interests (comprising of capital investors, financial pro-
viders and the state in both domestic and international forms). We can usefully shorthand these market levels as multi-product 
marketplaces (micro), markets of operation (meso) and markets for interests (meta). As heuristic levels, they point at three realms of 
market relationships, each identified by a set of participant actors and dominant values, yet sub- stantially dependent in their 
operations upon the dynamics of markets in the adjacentlevels. Tidy as this schema appears, the particularities and deficiencies of 
Indian media markets at each level have important implications for the others, with the consequence that this ‘economy of markets’ is 
a somewhat messy cohabitation. 
 
Media Economy at The Micro-Level: Multi-Product Marketplaces 

It is at the micro level that individuals (variously as users, audience, consumers, citizens or workers) most readily experience 
the materialisation of the media economy. In shop- ping malls and on pavements, in the workplace and the home, we engage with 
media products in numerous forms as goods and services, durables and consumables, tangibles and intangibles. The settings for these 
transactions are what we most readily recogniseas the ‘marketplaces’ of the media. In other words, the micrological level entails the 
pre- sent-day Mandi (for utilitarian transactions such as call time or recharge) and the present-dayBazaar (for sensory experiences 
such as entertainment). In a single street in metro- politan India, we readily encounter a myriad of media products and services within 
an intensely localised marketplace for experiences, capabilities, skills, information and pleasure. It is significant, therefore, that the 
tendency towards combinations of mediaproducts with other forms of retail business is as highly apparent here as it at other levels of 
the media economy. Through this congregation of marketplaces, we are brought into contact with the plethora of ancillary and 
subsidiary markets of media products and ser- vices (e.g., top-up coupons for mobile phones, kabaadi-wala(itinerant buyers of 
recycla- ble waste, including digital waste) and artisans repairing, refurbishing, and reselling devices). These largely informal 
offerings have been critical in expanding the media market by enabling lower incomes to legally afford devices and content and/or 
patching recycled devices into newer networks (see Rai, 2019). 
 

Alongside the consumer-base, the actors in this micrological marketplace of media include a range of traders constituting the 
retail toe of media businesses. When it comes to media labour at this level, it is most intuitive to think of local vendors of media prod- 
ucts and individual providers servicing the public within specific locales. For example, those producing media for in situ consumption 
such as marriage videos, photography studios and colour printing facilities. These are ubiquitous trades, since a distinctive feature of 
India’s media economy is that the vast shopfront of the retail sector continues to be overwhelmingly ‘disorganised’ in nature. Until the 
2000’s, thousands of ‘standalone’ cinema halls operated in the absence of theatre chains (Athique and Hill, 2010). Intensely localised 
cable networks operated in place of national or even regional provid- ers (Mishra, 1999). Scarcely any media producers (in either 
hardware of software) main- tained retail outlets of their own, with the entire point-of-sale business refracted through millions of small 
traders. In some contexts, there were specialists concentrated in par- ticular bazaar areas (as with Palika Bazaar in New Delhi) and, in 
other contexts, media products were traded in family owned kiranastores alongside soaps and dry groceries (Deka, 2017, Sundaram, 
2011). It is only during this decade that organised businesses have begun to make visible inroads into this eclectic shopfront ecology. 
Urban renewal and digitalisation policies have cleared both space and bandwidth for retail outlets tied to conglomerates (Athique and 
Hill, 2010). 

 
Thus, while the micrological level of India’s media markets remains synonymous with tangible-product sellers, the patchwork of 

hyper-local shops and independent/freelance traders are now accompanied by agents for large national players and, to a lesser extent, 
franchisees of global firms. The distinction between unorganisedand organisedretail infra- structures being acutely marked by spending 
power, class, literacy and taste. An equally significant aspect of media deregulation and the subsequent segmentation of audiences has 
been the belated transformation of the hitherto private sphere into a new set of shopfront experiences. Within a single home, the endless 
flows of TV ‘lifestyles’, advertisements and domestic commodities stream a microcosm of the media economy into family life (Lewis et 
al., 2016). Increasingly, comparable virtual marketplaces are following suit via mobile devices. What is highly evident across all these 
marketplaces (be they located or mobile, private or public) is the extent to which the media economy becomes rapidly embedded within 
the rituals, schedules and sociabilitesof everyday life. As a consequence, the pro- cessesof valuation in play tend to operate beyond the 
textbook functions of price setting and distribution efficiency. In almost every case, the act of valuation incorporates consid- erationsof 
taste, sociability and gratification, where peer values are as important as indi- vidualutility. Payment itself takes varied forms, since 
products are purchased in cash but also bartered (both via P2P and street-side) within variable modes of exchange. As a con- 
sequence,weareremindedthatanexclusivefocusonmonetarypricingignoresotherforms of value that remain prominent even in digital markets 
(see Bolin,2011). 
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Media economy at the Meso-level: markets of operation 

At the meso-level, the market forms of the media economy become institutionalised through the functional operations and structural 
organisation of different elements of  media business. These elements have been variously classified as market sectors (such as 
broadcasting or advertising), procedural segments (such as hardware production, software production or content distribution) or in terms 
of constituent actors (such as proprietors, producers, advertisers, workers and regulators). Thus, descriptions of media markets at this 
level tend to emphasise a set of mechanical and commercial solidarities categorically differentiated but functionally integrated through 
various levels of formalisation within communication processes. The key institutional actors include media companies (whether 
involved in a single business or several), the relevant regulatory and adjudicatory bodies (whose role tends to be concentrated within 
specific and disjointed aspects of the market as whole) and various trade bodies and unions (which tend to be organised around produc- 
tion sectors and/or segments). Analysis at this market level often reveals the relationships (both complementary and competitive, 
synergistic and dysfunctional) that facilitate the organisation of production, strategisation of consumption, formation of regulation and 
pursuit of accumulation across specific inputs, formats or products. Critically, all of these institutional process operate in dialogue, 
although rarely in synchronicity. Market share is absolutely critical, thereby setting the stage for aggressive competition and 
consolidation. As we have noted previously, the economics of the meso-level are characterised by econo- mies of scale and, with 
widening digitalisation, increasingly by network effects and posi- tive subsidisation from other networked value chains. 
 
Media economy at the meta-level: the market for interests 

At the meta-level, media markets are constituted around actors taking and trading interests over and above the day-to-day operations 
of media production and distribution. Most obviously, these media markets transact financial stakes in media concerns (via holding 
companies and shares), media bandwidth (both backbone and spectrum) and certain forms of intellectual property (such as the trade in 
patents). At this level, therefore, various com- ponents of the market of operations take on a product form (notably in capital markets 
that transact ownership, currencies and debt). The money market inevitably cohabits with the interests of state, since this is also the 
domain of ‘national market’. In this setting, the state exercises its sovereign power in determining the international terms of media 
trade: with other states representing their commercial interests (such as Singapore), with international financial institutions (such as 
Softbank) and with supranational bodies and instruments (such as the WTO). The meta-level is also the domain where holding 
companies derived from capital accumulated in other sectors of the economy have been acquiring a host of media businesses 
operating at the meso-level. Thus, the ‘entry’ of Reliance Industries Limited (India’s largest conglomerate) ‘from’ textiles and 
petrochemicals business ‘into’ the media economy via acquisitions in telecom and broadcasting was transacted at this level (see 
Mukherjee, 2019). This apart, certain actors engage with the media economy almost exclusively in the meta-market, such as 
institutional investors, media rights com- panies, data companies, ratings agencies, auditors and banks. 

 
The controversy regarding the Vodaphone acquisition of Hutchisson in 2007 via their respective Antilles and Mauritius 

subsidiaries was centred upon norms in this ‘market for interests’ (Hill and Athique, 2018). However large Vodaphone’s presence 
consequently became within the Indian mobile sector, what was really in question was the money transactions in the meta-market. 
Over the past twenty years, it has become commonplace for sources of capital ‘external’ to the media industries to become actors in 
the ‘market for interests’ in the media economy. Conversely, media capital rarely invests in other sectors, reflecting the contradictions 
between the high visibility of India’s ‘media indus- tries’ and their actual spending power. Where media companies enter the meta-
market, they generally do so in order to expand or acquire holdings in other media businesses operating at the meso-level. For 
example, Essel Group operates holding companies at the meta-level that manage its interests in the meso-level (businesses in 
broadcasting such as ZEE TV, theme parks, mall management, a hotel bookings platform). Thus, Essel Group operates in the market 
for interests (as indeed does a small investor in the public share market) but it is not a substantive actor at this level. A notable 
characteristic of India’s: 

 
Media Markets and Master Social Process 

Our scalar analysis of three market levels has attempted to illustrate the extent ofintegra- tion and complexity that is inherent 
to our larger notion of an ‘Indian media economy’. At all market levels, we can identify critical interlocutions with ‘external’ actors, 
econo- mies and processes. Numerous actors either play a role or exert an influence upon each of these market layers, with 
opportunities and constraints for market power at each level. Reflecting our assertion that the growth of the media economy and the 
increasingly mediated nature of the Indian economy are conjoined processes, our analysis also seeks toexplicate the conundrum of loss 
bearing media markets by indicating the ‘externali- ties’ where value is often being realised and/or costs offset (see Srinivas, 2018). In 
sketching the developments of the past decade in particular, we have identified acontinu- ing impetus towards product differentiation 
at the micro level, counter-posed by an impetus towards consolidation driven by the meta-market. This illustrates something of the 
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competing interests that act upon media businesses both horizontally and vertically. Consequently, the relationship between market 
levels can be either harmonious or dis- junctive depending upon the vantage point of different settings andactors. 

 
The settings, actors and valuation processes that shape transactions within each of these market levels clearly demonstrate 

that social, cultural, institutional forces operatealongside conventional ‘economistic’ processes. Thus, we argue for a richly contextual- 
ised understanding of media markets, as opposed to the imposition of abstract market models and/or imprecise and overlapping usage 
of the term (see Frankel, 2015). A socially situated approach to market structures usefully obliterates the conceit that mar- kets can be 
understood as neutral systems for optimising prices and guaranteeing distri- bution efficiencies. In practice, pricing in both the micro 
and meta scales of the Indian media economy is more clearly determined by the money available (and, hence by ‘what the market will 
bear’). Equally, the functioning of these markets is not driven by the pursuit of distribution efficiencies, since the Indian media 
economy continues to be char- acterised by deficiencies on both counts. Infrastructural deficiencies are themselves an important 
consideration in the strategy of actors in India, reflecting increasing infrastruc- ture demands for media economies across the world 
(see Parks and Starosielski, 2015). The distinctiveness of the Indian case usefully illustrates the interaction between the layering of 
media markets and their profusion across linguistic, geographic and socio- economic domains. We have presented India’s media 
economy somewhat in the particu- lar and, accordingly, this article has also canvassed some broad-bush characteristics of ‘Indian 
capitalism’. 

 
Nonetheless, the analytical purchase of relational accounts of media markets may well be applicable to the emergence of 

media economies elsewhere in the world (see, for example, Larkin, 2008). Thus, more broadly, a critical understanding of the 
‘multiple markets’ problem has become central to understanding contemporary forms of mediaeconomy (see Frankel, 2015). In media 
and communications research, we often contend with an idealised marketplace at the micro-level that legitimates the power of ‘the 
mar- kets’ at the meta-level, while most of our empirical analysis remains confined to industry studies in the meso-level. In practice, 
the sophisticated ‘economy of markets’ derived from media systems requires us to go beyond production-chain analysis and develop a 
more holistic markets-based approach that reflects the complex role of communication as a ‘master social process’ (Singh, 2010). 
Such a need is, if anything, more evident in light of the increasing scale of market integrations and mediations envisioned in an era of 
platform economies (see Punathambekar and Mohan, 2019). Thus, through the termi- nology of Haat, Mandi and Bazaar, it seems 
timely to invoke historical precedents for the cohabitation of multiple markets within the local context and the greaterwhole. 
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